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Abstract—A novel Two-Alternative Forced Choice experiment was used to evaluate the effects of security indicators on participants’ decision making when identifying potentially risky websites. Participants recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk were instructed to visit a series of secure and insecure websites, and decide as quickly and as accurately as possible whether or not it was safe to login. Hierarchical linear regression models were used to identify the importance of the presence of security indicators, security domain knowledge, and familiarity with the presented websites to correctly differentiate between secure and insecure websites. An analysis of participants’ mouse trajectories was used to assess how websites were searched before a decision was made. The likelihood to login was modulated by security domain knowledge and familiarity with websites. The mouse tracking data revealed that spoofed websites with security indicators resulted in less search on the website, especially when the browser chrome indicated extended validation. Taken together, these results suggest that participants are aware of security indicators, but their responses are modulated by multiple factors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Users on the Internet must regularly decide whether it is safe to enter their personal information on websites with very different interfaces. While web browsing behaviors are fairly regular, there are plenty of methods for users to reach new websites, or seemingly safe, familiar sites [1]. Mistyped URLs, search engine links, and clicking on links in email can all direct users to potentially malicious websites. Modern web browsers provide security indicators (e.g., the protocol used, the domain name, the SSL/TLS certificate, and visual elements in the browser chrome) to assist users in their decision making, but the technical details of these indicators are arcane for most users.

Studies examining users’ attention to web browser security indicators have painted a grim picture. Most users are unaware of available security cues, and those that are aware often choose to ignore the indicators. Users’ decision making process is further complicated by the way the indicators display the security information [2]. The design and implementation of websites can also lead to confusion (e.g., a bank that forwards customers to a new domain for logins) [3]. Additionally, users’ familiarity with a given website may lead them to trust the website more than the warnings presented by the browser [4].

Empirical studies focus on a simple “yes” or “no” response (i.e., subjects use or do not use the indicators) or some more nuanced version (e.g., how much time subjects spend looking at the security indicators) [5], [6]. One limitation of these paradigms is that correct and incorrect login decisions could be due to more than one source of knowledge or decision process. For example, an incorrect decision might occur because a user is presented with a familiar website that they log into frequently, and thus fails to attend to the absence of security indicators or decides nevertheless to login because it has been safe in past transactions [7]. It is now possible to learn more about the underlying processes responsible for a user’s decisions by measuring the mouse movements that occur on the screen prior to a final response.

Another limitation is the difficulty of replicating the experience of risk in an experimental environment. Some studies use roleplaying [5]. Other studies use priming to induce secure-like behavior to avoid exposing participants to real risks [8]. Another category of studies allow participants to engage in a simulation of normal browsing behavior in the lab [6], [8], [9]. Participants playing roles, even when primed, are unlikely to behave as securely as they would when they are personally at risk, particularly in a lab environment [10].

To address these two limitations, a within-subjects two-alternative forced choice paradigm on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk was conducted. Participants were presented with simulated versions of real websites to examine the effects of security indicators on participants’ decision making processes while they attempted to identify secure and insecure sites. In particular, this study was interested in how security indicators interact with participants’ experience and knowledge with regard to their willingness to login to a website and the process participants use when arriving at that decision.

Monetary incentives and penalties were used to create a performance bonus based on both speed and accuracy. These economic incentives were designed to increase participants’ motivation and risk taking behavior [11]. To study participants’ decision making processes their choice to “login” or not was measured, but, by recording the mouse movements that were produced at each website it was also possible to measure the behavior leading to their responses.
The results demonstrate that, rather than no sensitivity, participants’ behavior reveal a complicated relationship with security indicators. When encryption appeared to be removed, participants’ demonstrated a lack of awareness. When website URLs were manipulated, however, they relied primarily on the presence of locks to guide their responses.

Participants’ decision making processes were also more complicated when website URLs were altered. When encryption-based indicators were manipulated, their familiarity with the website was the only predictor of their mouse tracking behavior. When URLs were changed, on the other hand, participants’ mouse tracking behavior was affected by multiple factors such as their self-reported use of security indicators, their knowledge of the information security domain, and the presence (or absence) of encryption-based indicators.

II. BACKGROUND

Modern web browsers use security indicators to provide information about the potential risks (e.g., whether a page is encrypted, users are at the intended location, and third-party vetting of domain ownership) involved in visiting a given web page. Empirical research is beginning to show, however, that users often fail to utilize these security indicators, demonstrating a problem in the way web browsers display security information.

Schechter, Dhamija, Ozment, and Fischer found that role-playing participants were more likely to login to a phished website than participants using their own accounts, but even participants using their own accounts ignored the absence of security indicators [5]. A study of the effectiveness of SSL warnings by Sunshine, Egelman, Almuhimdedi, Atri, and Cranor used survey data as well as simulated bank and library websites to identify participants’ willingness to proceed to risky websites [12]. Whalen and Inkpen used eye tracking to identify participants’ attention to security indicators, but found no security directed behavior without first priming participants [6].

An additional eye tracking study by Sobey, Biddle, Oorschot, and Patrick demonstrated how changes in design could enhance participants’ attention to security indicators on a simulated commerce website [13]. Eye tracking done by Arianezhad, Camp, Kelley, and Stebila showed that task context was more important than security domain knowledge in participants’ gazes to security indicators [2]. Alsharnouby, Alaca, and Chiasson found that, despite better designed security indicators, participants generally ignored the indicators, and were still unable to correctly identify phishing websites [6].

Most studies investigating users’ decisions are confined to a single outcome variable: whether or not they login to a website or the amount of time they gaze at a particular indicator. Little is known about the decision processes responsible for the responses. An approach to studying these processes is to require mouse movements as the response.

Most traditional theories view the mind’s cognitive and motor systems as independent, whereby the motor movement represents the final stage and end-result in a sequence of discrete processes. Recently, more dynamical views of cognitive processing have begun to challenge this view. Substantial evidence has accrued over the past decade to indicate that movements are continually updated by cognitive processing over time.

Early work by Goodale, Pelisson, and Prablanc showed that reaching movements updated continuously, rather than in discrete bursts [14]. Numerous studies, such as work by Freeman, Dale and Farmer, reveal that the process of categorizing a stimulus is shared over time with the motor cortex so that it continuously guides the response [15]. Furthermore, work by Song and Nakayama on human reaching movements suggest that multiple motor plans are prepared in parallel, and that these cascade over time until the human information processor arrives at a final response [16]. Cisek and Kalaska provide converging evidence from monkey studies revealing that motor cortical population codes are coupled to the decision process when the response involves a hand movement [17].

Especially relevant to the current research are studies revealing that high-level decision processes are revealed in the manual dynamics of the hand. McKinstry, Dale, and Spivey found that when participants were instructed to judge the truth of a question by moving their mouse to a “yes” or “no” location, questions of greater uncertainty were answered with a larger curvature and more fluctuations in the mouse trajectory than questions of less uncertainty [18]. Although some researchers might be inclined to use eye tracking rather than mouse tracking, the results will often be quite different because eye movements are rapid and ballistic as the observer saccades from one fixation to the next, whereas hand movements are continuously updated at a much finer level of precision. Thus, hand movements reveal the ongoing dynamics of cognitive processing and can capture the mind in motion with fine-grained temporal sensitivity.

Another advantage of mouse tracking is that it is possible to collect this data online through crowd sourcing sites, such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [19]. Once trajectories are recorded, several measures can be computed, such as maximum deviation toward an unselected response (reflecting the conflict between the correct and incorrect response), area under the curve computed as the difference between the actual mouse trajectory and the straight-line trajectory between the start and terminus of the mouse movement, switches in direction, or movement complexity, all of which reflect a level of uncertainty in the decision making process. Any one or more of these measures can be used as a complement to the more straightforward percent correct measure in order to learn more about the cognitive processes underlying the decision process involved in risky decision making on the web.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Participants

Participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk under Internal Review Board (IRB) approval from Indiana University. The sample consisted of 214 participants ranging in age from 18- to 66-years-old (µ = 32.6, sd = 9.58). Before data analysis, 41 participants (19.6%) were excluded due to lack of data, as they closed the web browsing task early, or did not complete it. During data analysis, one participant’s data had to be removed from the mouse-tracking portion of the experiment as they used a keyboard or touch-pad to navigate.
Most participants listed Firefox as their primary browser. Of the remaining participants there were 100 males and 72 females, primarily Caucasian with the same age distribution as the initial sample (μ = 32.6, sd = 9.6). Most participants listed Firefox (N = 84) or Google Chrome (N = 80) as their primary browser.

B. Stimuli

This study required that participants use Firefox as their web browser. On each trial, they were presented with the front page of a website, and then had to click on the link (e.g., sign in, my account, login) that brought up the login page or dialog. This standardized the mouse-tracking data collection by presenting the logins on the second page, allowing us to capture the precise mouse location at the start of the decision-making process. All websites were manipulated in a graphical editing program, and presented to participants in a popup window with disabled user interface chrome to minimize confusion between the proxy websites’ chrome and their actual browser chrome (Fig. 1). This also prevented participants from manipulating the experiment by reloading pages or navigating back and forward outside of our simulated website user interface.

All stimulus configurations appearing in the browser chrome were technically feasible. For example, the URL bar could not list a URL beginning with http and display a lock, nor could a website display https and a globe at the same time. Similarly, for the spoof conditions that utilized an extended validation (EV) certificate, that certificate could not point to the originating entity (i.e., ebay.com’s EV certificate could not list eBay as the verified entity, but ebuy was a viable validated entity) (Fig. 2).

C. Procedure

Participants were offered $2 to visit 16 websites and decide whether or not they were secure. If secure, then participants were instructed to click on the login instruction (located in the lower center of the screen), but if not secure, then participants were instructed to click on the back button in the upper left hand corner of the screen. Participants’ bonus pay was dependent on how quickly they proceeded through the websites, incentivizing participants to visit all the websites as quickly as possible. Correct responses (i.e., clicking login on a secure website or back on an insecure website) advanced the experiment to the next trial. Incorrect responses (i.e., clicking back on a secure website or login on an insecure website) resulted in a time penalty. Incorrectly pressing back on a secure website resulted in a penalty screen being displayed for 20 sec and that time was added to the cumulative time, reducing the bonus pay. Incorrectly logging into an insecure website resulted in a 10 sec penalty screen being displayed, adding to the cumulative time and again reducing bonus pay. After the penalty screen was displayed, the experiment advanced to the next trial.

An online survey was administered in the original study window after the login tasks were completed. This survey assessed participants’ demographic information (e.g., age, gender, education level), applied security knowledge (e.g., self-reported use of security indicators, self-reported password behavior), and technical security knowledge (e.g., definitional knowledge of DDoS, encryption protocols, firewalls). After the survey was complete a final screen was displayed that reported participants’ accuracy and total payment amount they could expect to receive. This final screen also displayed a textbox asking for comments on the study.

D. Design

In order to examine both participants’ attention to security cues and how those security indicators affect decision making, this study looked at security indicators effects on participants behavior when discerning the safety of encrypted vs. unencrypted websites, and also spoofed vs. not spoofed websites. Participants’ ability to use indicators to ascertain encrypted vs. unencrypted websites was tested by manipulating the presence of http or https (https/http manipulation). Their ability to identify spoofed or not spoofed websites was tested by manipulating the domain name of the websites presented (no-spoof/spoof manipulation).

In addition to these basic manipulations, four different levels of encryption information were displayed by the web security indicators:

1) Extended Validation (EV) green lock and https
2) Full Encryption (FE) grey lock and https
3) Partial Encryption (PE) triangle w/exclamation mark & https
4) No Encryption (NE) globe; no encryption

It was not possible to include all encryption levels to test either the https/http or the no-spoof/spoof manipulations. Spoof and no-spoof websites displayed only EV, FE, and PE encryption levels to specifically test whether participants would notice a spoofed website that otherwise appeared secure. Given that unencrypted websites (http) only display a globe (NE), and encrypted websites (https) display the three other security symbols listed above (1-3), nesting all encryption levels under the https/http manipulation was not possible either. Thus, the https/http and no-spoof/spoof manipulations were analyzed separately for this study.
The https/http manipulation contained 8 trials and the no spoof/spoof manipulation contained 6 trials for a total of 14 trials presented to each participant. Within https/http manipulation, there were 4 secure websites (https) and 4 insecure websites (http). The https/http manipulation contained 4 trials under the https condition with each trial corresponding to one of the 3 valid levels of encryption information (EV, FE, or PE), and 4 trials with the http condition including only the NE indicator. The spoof/no spoof manipulation, contained 3 secure and 3 insecure trials. Each of those trials consisting of one of three encryption levels (1-3). The secure and insecure websites were counterbalanced between participants and the presentation order of the websites was randomized.

E. Metrics and Data Reduction

Participants’ self-reported use of security indicators, their familiarity with the websites they were presented with, and their technical knowledge about security concepts (e.g., “What type of math is used for RSA?”) was collected in the post-task survey as potential predictors of both accuracy and uncertainty. Questions about participants’ technical knowledge were taken from Ben-Asher and Gonzalez’s work on cyber security and attack detection [20]. In addition to the participants’ “back” or “login” responses, mouse-tracking data was also collected automatically without participants’ knowledge. Area Under the Curve (AUC), as used by Spivey, Kehoe, and Dale, was used to evaluate participants’ mouse tracking behavior [21].

1) Survey Data: The post-login task survey collected participants’ self-reported use of security indicators. The survey contained three correct indicators (lock icon in the browser, certificate information, https in the URL) and four incorrect indicators (lock icon on the page, type of website, professional looking website, and website privacy statements).

Participants’ Indicator Score was computed as 

\[
\frac{\text{# correct indicators} + 1}{\text{# incorrect indicators} + 1}
\]

The collected sample Indicator Score ranged from [0.2, 4.0], with a log-normal distribution \(\log N(\mu = 0.14, sd = 0.58)\).

Participants’ familiarity with the presented websites was rated on a 5-point Likert scale. The median rating was 3.0, and it ranged from a low of 1.0 to a high of 5.0. Ten technical security knowledge questions were asked and participants were assigned a score from 0 to 1, based on how many questions were answered correctly.

2) Mouse Tracking Data: In order to ascertain participants’ decision-making uncertainty their mouse-tracking behavior was recorded on each trial. Each trial presented the front page of a website, requiring participants to click on the relevant account-login link. Clicking on the account-login link on the front page displayed the site’s login page and began the portion of the trial during which the mouse movements were sampled. Click the on the account-login link served to advance the trial as well as set a known start value for recording the movements to one of two known locations: login vs. no-login (i.e., back to previous page).

Participants’ mouse position was sampled at 100Hz. Participants’ click position was sampled on click and again on click-release. The mouse-tracking data was analyzed from the start of the click on the account-login link on the front page until participants clicked either the simulated back button (located in the upper left hand corner of the page), or the simulated website’s login button (located in the lower center of the page). Despite having a known start and end point, differences in monitor size and resolution required a normalization process to allow us to compare mouse-tracking trajectories.

Normalization of the mouse trajectories was achieved by an affine transform that placed each trajectory’s start at the origin in order to create a unit vector (and consequently scale the remaining trajectory) from the start to the end points, and then rotate the trajectory such that the start and end points are at a 45 angles to the horizontal line running through the origin (i.e., \((0,0)\)) (Fig. [3]). This results in trajectories that can be displayed and analyzed in a manner similar to other mouse tracking studies using a two-alternative forced choice design such as Spivey and Dale’s work on the continuous dynamics of cognition [22], or Koop and Johnson’s work on response dynamics of preferential choice [23]. After the mouse trajectories were normalized, Area Under the Curve (AUC) was calculated by taking the integral of the distance of the trajectory from the straight line vector through the start and end points as used by Spivey, Kehoe, and Dale and described by Hehman, Stolier, Freeman [21, 24]. For analysis, the log-transform of AUC was used, since the data could be described by a log-normal distribution \(\log N(\mu = 1.33, sd = 1.24)\), and working with a normal distribution simplifies the statistical analysis.

F. Statistical Analysis

1) Likelihood to login: For both manipulations (https/http and no spoof/spoof), a hierarchical general mixed effects model with likelihood to login (login model) as the predicted variable and manipulation as the independent variable was tested. Participants’ familiarity with a presented website (familiarity) and their security domain knowledge were included as covariate predictors. The balanced design of the no-spoof/spoof manipulations also allowed the use of lock presence (lock vs. no-lock) as a predictor. Due to a significant correlation between participants’ indicator score and security knowledge \((r(170) = 0.36, p < 0.0001)\), and the fact that correlations between security knowledge and log(AUC) were stronger than indicator score in both manipulations, indicator score was not included as a covariate. Neither security knowledge, nor indicator score were correlated with likelihood to login, but security knowledge was kept as a predictor to allow comparisons between the model for likelihood to login and area under the curve easier.

2) Area under the curve: A hierarchical linear mixed effects model was also used to examine the factors influencing participants’ behavior leading to their response. The log-transformed AUC was the predicted variable (AUC model). In addition to the predictors in the login model, correct responses (incorrect/correct) were added as additional categorical predictors. As in the login model, the AUC model was run separately for both the https/http manipulations and the no spoof/spoof manipulations, with lock presence was included as a predictor in the analysis of the no spoof/spoof experiment.

Both the login models and the AUC models utilized the maximal random effects structure justified by the data as
was greater for http than https. This login probability was significant number of insecure sites (were analyzed in R using the described by Barr, Levy, Scheepers, and Tily [25]. Models effects of the different predictors as well as their manipulation and the no spoof/spoof manipulation and the modulated by familiarity of the website, as well as security domain knowledge. Both of these covariates increased participants’ likelihood to login. Although the familiarity effect is consistent with previous findings [4], the increased bias to login among those with greater security knowledge is a counterintuitive finding. One possible explanation for this result is that knowledge and behavior do not always correspond. We will return to this issue in the Discussion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES FOR THE OMNIBUS ANALYSIS FOR THE HTTPS/HTTP MANIPULATION FOR PARTICIPANTS’ PROBABILITY TO LOGIN.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Est. (β)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>http</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>httpFamiliarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>httpKnowledge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The omnibus analysis also revealed a two-way interaction between the manipulation and security knowledge (Figure 5). On https sites, the likelihood to login increased with higher security domain knowledge, whereas security knowledge did not affect responses on http sites (β = -13, SE = 0.22). This finding suggests an asymmetry in how security knowledge affects logging in. Even though greater security knowledge increased the likelihood to login to secure https sites, this same increase in knowledge had a negligible effect on decreasing logins to insecure http sites conceivably because the bias to login was so strong.

Familiarity also interacted with the manipulation (χ²(1) = 4.29, p = 0.04). Unlike security knowledge, familiarity strictly increased the likelihood to login. In the https condition, however, the effect of familiarity was higher, than in the http condition (βfamiliarityhttps−http = 0.67, SE = 0.32, z = 2.07, p = 0.04), (Figure 5).

2) Area Under the Curve: When log(AUC) was the dependent variable, the analyses revealed a single main effect
Decisions regarding secure logins are dependent not only on security indicators, but also on the possibility that the website is spoofed with an incorrect domain name. Unlike the previous manipulation, all six of these websites were https but evenly divided among Extended Validation (EV), Full Encryption (FP), and Partial Encryption (PE). Three of the websites with different levels of encryption contained a correct domain name (no spoof) and three contained an incorrect domain name (spoof). The analyses were designed to test how familiarity, security knowledge, and encryption level (EV, FE, PE) interacted with the participants responses.

1) Likelihood to Login: The first set of analyses involved participants probability to login. Once again there was a bias to login. The overall likelihood to login to a website was found to be ($\mu = 0.75, SE = 0.03$). Participants were less likely to log into spoofed websites ($\mu = 0.65, SE = 0.04$) than not spoofed website ($\mu = 0.85, SE = 0.03$), but it is important to remember that all logins to spoofed websites were incorrect.

Familiarity with websites again influenced likelihood to login. Participants were more likely to login to more familiar websites, but this response interacted with the website manipulation. For no spoof websites, the likelihood of logging in increased with the familiarity of the websites ($\beta = 1.66, SE = 0.52$) whereas for spoof websites the likelihood of logging-in was not affected by familiarity ($\beta = -0.42, SE = 0.27$), (Figure 6). The results for the no spoof websites are very straightforward, but based on previous research [4] we expected that the likelihood to login on spoof websites would also increase with familiarity. One reason that this finding did not occur is that the habit strength to login to familiar websites was offset by detecting some of the spoofed domain names.

The availability of encryption information was also an important factor for determining when participants would login. When a lock was present on a website (EV & FE), participants were more likely to login than when a lock was absent. There was no difference between the EV and FE conditions.
(\beta_{\text{EV-PE}} = -0.47, SE = 0.39, z = -1.22, p = 0.24), but logins to both the EV and FE conditions were more likely than logins to the PE condition (\beta_{\text{EV-PE}} = 0.76, SE = 0.26, z = 2.93, p = 0.001). (\beta_{\text{EV-PE}} = 1.23, SE0.37, z = 3.37, p = 0.002). This encryption information was also found to interact with both manipulation and familiarity (\chi^2(2) = 8.50, p = 0.01).

As shown in Figure 7 the presence of EV improves participants’ ability to discriminate between “spoof” and “no spoof” sites. Not only does familiarity increase the likelihood to login to non-spoofed sites when an EV is present (\beta_{\text{Familiarity|no spoof}} = 2.17, SE = 0.61), but it also reduces the chances they will login to a spoof site displaying an EV (\beta_{\text{Familiarity|spoof}} = -1.22, SE = 0.47), (\beta_{\text{Familiarity|no spoof-spoof}} = 3.38, SE = 0.78, z = 4.32, p < 0.0001). Aside from the encryption level associated with the EV indicator, neither of the other two encryption levels were affected by familiarity. It may seem surprising that this interaction was attributable only to EV and not to FE encryption level as well, since they both include locks, but we suspect that it is the highlighting of the domain name as part of the EV indicator that increases the likelihood that participants will notice the spoofed domain name and then respond accordingly.

Security domain knowledge also increased participants’ ability to discriminate between “spoof” and “no spoof” sites (\chi^2(1) = 5.48, p = 0.02). As Figure 8 shows, participants with higher security domain knowledge were better able to identify malicious and secure sites. Not only does higher domain knowledge increase participants’ likelihood to login to “no spoof” sites (\beta = 1.27, SE = 0.52), it also reduces their likelihood to login to “spoof” sites (\beta = -1.55, SE = 0.32).

2) Area Under the Curve: The main goal of this analysis was to assess decisionshow much of the website was considered before making a decision. The omnibus analysis revealed that none of the independent variables (manipulation, encryption information, familiarity, security knowledge, accuracy) showed significant differences with regard to the dependent measure, log(AUC). Instead, it was the interactions that were significant and most informative.

The first significant interaction involved both accuracy and the no spoof/spoof manipulation (\chi^2(1) = 11.37, p = 0.001). A post-hoc THSD test revealed no difference between incorrect and correct responses in the no spoof condition (\beta_{\text{Correct Incorrect no spoof}} = -0.50, SE = 0.30, df = 945.7, t = -1.66, p = 0.05), but did reveal higher log(AUC) for incorrect responses in the spoof condition (\beta_{\text{Correct Incorrect spoof no spoof}} = 0.79, SE = 0.13, df = 983.00, t = 6.02, p < 0.0001), (Figure 9).

Furthermore, correct responses in the spoof condition showed a lower log(AUC) than correct responses in the no spoof condition (\beta_{\text{Correct Incorrect no spoof spoof}} = 0.67, SE = 0.12, df = 951.84, t = 5.58, p < 0.0001). There was no difference between incorrect responses between the no spoof and spoof conditions (\beta_{\text{Correct Incorrect no spoof spoof}} = -0.61, SE = 0.30, df = 937.46, t = -2.04, p = 0.18). Presumably, this is due to the fact that when a spoof URL is discovered, participants can immediately avoid logging-in, but, when the URL has not been manipulated, it is necessary to continue searching the site for additional information which for many participants was indeterminate.

Fig. 9. Effects of manipulation (no spoof/spoof) on participants’ log(AUC) based on the accuracy of their response.
The results in the spoof condition were further affected by the encryption information. A three-way interaction between encryption level, no-spoof/spoof manipulation, and accuracy ($\chi^2(2) = 9.39, p = 0.01$) revealed that the $\log(AUC)$ was greater for incorrect than correct responses in the spoof condition. A post-hoc THSD test revealed lower $\log(AUC)$ in the EV condition than the FE condition when incorrectly logging-in to spoofed websites ($\hat{\beta}_{\text{incorrect-FE}} = 0.62, SE = 0.17, df = 860.98, t = -3.74, p = 0.01$). Moreover, $\log(AUC)$ was greater in both FE ($\hat{\beta}_{\text{correct-FE}} = 1.25, SE = 0.22, df = 952.98, t = 5.62, p < 0.0001$) and EV ($\hat{\beta}_{\text{correct-EV}} = 0.85, SE = 0.22, df = 954.41, t = 3.85, p = 0.01$) conditions. By contrast, there were no significant effects for the no-spoof manipulation, nor were there differences between incorrect and correct responses in the PE condition. It is also noteworthy that the $\log(AUC)$ did not differ between correct and incorrect responses for the PE encryption condition suggesting that participants were confused about this indicator, and thus their search behavior was less likely to terminate even when they detected a spoofed domain name.

![Fig. 10. Effects of encryption information on participants’ $\log(AUC)$ based on the manipulation and the accuracy of their response.](image)

### V. DISCUSSION

These results are noteworthy for at least four reasons: (1) Survey data are not a good predictor of a users’ risky decision making on the web; (2) spoof websites present a greater risk to the all users than unencrypted websites; (3) semi-naturalistic web behaviors can be studied experimentally; and (4) mouse tracking can provide important insights into the cognitive processes underlying web-based decisions. Each of these conclusions will be elaborated below.

A substantial number of studies have relied on surveys to inform us about users behaviors on the web. An implicit assumption in these usability and security risk surveys is that users knowledge will determine their likelihood of making risky decisions on the web, such as whether or not to login to a specific site. For many reasons, these survey results have been suspect since even knowledgeable users often do not devote sufficient time and attention to the information provided on a browser chrome to decide whether or not to login.

The findings from the current study confirm this intuition since even users with considerable security knowledge made a significant number of errors in judging whether or not it was secure to login to a specific website. It is conceivable that at least some of these errors were prompted by the time pressure included in our design, but this was done intentionally to simulate fairly typical situations for users. In the future, it will be important to compare these results with other conditions which are designed to reduce stress and increase accuracy so that the effects of a stressful condition can be assessed by more directly.

Although there was a bias to login, it was modulated by both the familiarity of the websites as well as the security knowledge of the participants. Although familiarity contributed to this bias, security knowledge interacted with whether or not the protocol was http or https. Participants with high security knowledge were more likely to login to secure sites, but it did not decrease the likelihood to login to insecure sites. Still, these participants were more successful than less knowledgeable participants in deciding whether or not to login. Interestingly, this greater technical knowledge was associated with larger mouse trajectories suggesting that they reviewed more information at the website.

The second conclusion from this research should not be surprising to most researchers. A spoof website is much more deceptive than an http website, because many of the security indicators may still be present but the website is nevertheless insecure. For https/http websites, decision making performance was primarily a function of whether or not a lock was present. The likelihood to login was higher for the https sites, especially because a lock was also visible on two-thirds of these trials. When a lock was not visible, users were much less likely to login to the website. For no-spoof/spoof websites, logins were again more likely with a lock in the browser chrome than without a lock.

Taken together, these last two findings challenge the view that security indicators are ignored. The problem for users is that different websites include different levels of encryption and these inconsistencies can wreak havoc on trying to ensure secure behaviors. In particular, websites containing only partial encryption (PE) result in a good deal of confusion, and this was reflected in the current study by participants’ mouse trajectories showing no systematic relation with their accuracy in the spoof or no spoof condition. By contrast, correct responses in the spoof condition when EV or FE was present was associated with smaller mouse trajectories for correct as opposed to incorrect responses. These decreased log(AUCs) were attributable to participants detecting a spoofed domain name and then terminating their search for additional information.

In the no-spoof condition, participants faced the prospect of conducting an exhaustive search for security information, and thus they were more accurate in this condition when their mouse trajectories were larger. Interestingly, the EV indicator improved responding correctly to both spoof and no-spoof conditions, because it increased participants attention to the domain name that appeared highlighted in green in the browser chrome. As a consequence, participants were more sensitive to whether this domain name was accurate or spoofed.

Logically, we had predicted that detecting a spoofed website would have increased with the familiarity of the website, and this was in part correct. Logging in to a no-spoof website
increased with familiarity, and while logging in to a spoof website did not decrease with familiarity, at least it did not increase. As previously discussed, we suspect that highlighting the domain name with the EV indicator increased the likelihood of detecting an incorrect domain name and thus offset the familiarity bias to login.

Critically, performance in the spoof condition was modulated by the presence or absence of a lock, but the direction of effects was reversed and users were more likely to err when a lock was present. One reason for poorer decision making with the lock present than absent is that the combination of a familiar website and the presence of a lock provided users with false assurance that the website was secure and they were therefore less likely to explicitly review the domain name. Some preliminary evidence from an eye tracking study supports this interpretation: users were less likely to check the domain name when the website was familiar and a lock was present in the browser chrome. This result underscores how habitual behaviors can result in greater risk for users on the web. Knowledge facilitates responding.

One of the most intriguing findings was that participants with low security knowledge often performed no differently than high security knowledge participants. If we relied exclusively on the their responses to login or go back, then the reason for why there was no difference between the two groups would have remained a mystery. Instead, neither low- nor high-knowledge participants were simply guessing because their AUCs were higher when they were incorrect than correct. These higher AUC scores suggest that participants were uncertain about their decisions because they possessed only partial knowledge or observed conflicting information about the security of the websites. For these participants, the mouse trajectories revealed much higher area under the curve scores.

The third conclusion concerns the paradigm, itself, which was innovative and designed to simulate for users a more naturalistic situation than most previous experimental studies. The websites visited by participants were extremely realistic since they were screen-captured images, and participants were instructed to login or sign-in as they would when normally visiting these sites. Critically, performance varied as a function of the familiarity of the website which would be expected if the stimuli were viewed as realistic.

Unlike the real site, however, no personal information was submitted, and thus there was no risk to the security of the participants. Although this protection from risk may have allowed for a more cavalier attitude, we believe that the inclusion of a financial incentive and a penalty for wrong responses raised the stakes and motivated participants to make these decisions as carefully as they could even though the time pressure likely motivated them to respond more quickly and take more chances.

Finally, this study is perhaps the first to apply mouse tracking as a cognitive measure to usability and security studies. In the psychological literature, this approach is becoming increasingly common as it represents one of the most direct methods for studying the dynamics of perception, categorization, and decision making. The current application represents a somewhat novel approach because unlike the standard psychological paradigm, the two alternative choices are not located in fixed and symmetrical positions.

Instead, this new application demonstrates that it is possible to normalize the locations between the login and back button using geometric transformations. It is our impression that the ability to conduct security-related experiments with hundreds of participants on crowd sourcing websites and to also be able to capture mouse tracking data bode well for the future of experimentally studying risky decision making on the web.

A. Limitations

This experiment was designed to study the effects of security indicators on participants’ decision making and their willingness to login in a realistic scenario, but there are several limitations that could affect the results. First, participants were asked to interact with image-mapped versions of different websites. These image maps provided only the necessary functionality for participants to proceed through the experiment by clicking account links, then either the back button or the login button on each website. This limited participants’ ability to interact with the website to collect additional clues about potential risks.

Second, Firefox was the only browser that was permitted for this experiment. Even though a majority of users reported Firefox was their primary browser, this may have affected participants that were more familiar with other browsers, but chose to use Firefox to complete the tasks.

Additionally, because the experiment was conducted on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, participant input devices were unknown and could have added additional variability to results. One subject was manually identified as using a touch pad, or keyboard shortcuts, due to the structure of their mouse tracking data, but participants using a mouse ball cannot currently be differentiated from participants using a mouse.

Further validation that inability to counterbalance location of login and back button did not confound the results must be done. For the most part, this confound is not a concern because this study did not compare responses to login and back but rather pooled responses (login or back) to different websites.

VI. Conclusion

This study introduced a novel Two-Alternative Forced Choice experimental paradigm that can be used with mouse tracking to study the effects of security indicators on participants decision making when identifying potentially risky websites. Participants likelihood to login was examined, and mouse tracking was used to gain additional insights into participants decision processes guiding the responses. Results show that participants use their experience and knowledge when determining when to login to a given website. Participants security domain knowledge, familiarity with websites, as well the presence of security indicators all affect their willingness to login.
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